Prehension movements directed to approaching objects: influence of stimulus velocity on the transport and the grasp components.
In this investigation we studied the influence of object velocity on the transport and on the grasp components of prehension movements directed to approaching objects. Three experiments were carried out. In the first experiment six subjects were required to reach and grasp a sphere that approached them with a constant velocity. The effects of four velocities were studied. The results showed that the end point of the arm movement changed with object velocity: nearer the body with higher than with lower object velocities. Transport velocity increased with movement amplitude and the deceleration phase decreased in duration with higher object velocities. On the contrary the grasp component was not affected by object velocity. The second experiment was a control experiment carried out in order to verify whether a possible influence of object velocity on the grasp could be revealed in an experimental condition in which grasp planning relies without doubt on visual computation of all object features. In this experiment object velocity and object size were randomly varied. The results showed that the grasp was not influenced by object velocity, whereas it was sensitive to changes of object size. The third experiment had the two-fold aim of establishing (1) whether transport velocity was influenced by object velocity once the location in space at which the object had to be grasped was fixed and (2) whether the grasp kinematics differed for prehension movements directed respectively to stationary or to moving objects. Results showed that the first part of the transport is affected only by distance, whereas the deceleration phase decreased with increasing object velocity. This last result suggests that subjects minimized object displacements in order to grasp the sphere correctly. The grasp component differed between the conditions of stationary and moving stimuli only in the relative timing between finger aperture and closure phases. The closure phase decreased in the condition of moving stimuli. The results of the three experiments indicate the dependence of transport parameters on object velocity, whereas grasp parameters appear to be unaffected.